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WE WILL HAVE A DVD OF PORTRAITS WHEN I AM DONE  
 
the most important thing I have to tell you is that 
there is NO ONE PROGRAM that does everything.  
 
1 -- There is a PHOTO program for getting/keeping 

pictures on your computer.  
2a -- There is a “SLIDESHOW” program which may be 

part of the PHOTO program, but may not.  
2b -- There is a “MOVIE” program which applies effects 

(KenBurns) and adds music that you choose 
4 -- There is a “DVD” program to take your “slideshow/ 

movie” and burn it into a playable DVD 
 
The hard part is remembering which does what and 

getting things imported and exported among them. 
 
1 -- PLAN your project & the images that will go into it 
 software varies – know your limits 
 remember DVDs are landscape format 
 if you don’t shoot in order, it can get wild 
 
let me just start loading the pictures ---  
 while they load. . . .  
 
2 -- LOAD your images to your computer 
 right now, we are just “transferring” images 
 you must organize those images (sequence) 
 duplicate them into a separate folder 
 
3 -- ACCESS your “slideshow” software 
 this may be the same as photo import  
 if not, import the image files to a workspace 
 
since I am going to use iphoto to create my slidewhow, 
now I have to import the pictures to it because my 
photos are elsewhere (so I access import) 
 while they import 
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 collect them in a separate folder 
  (these are automatically thanks to mac) 
 duplicate them all before working 
  (since I imported, this set is a copy) 
 your software determines a great deal 
  default settings for the entire slideshow 
  format for the slideshow (tv vs widescreen) 
 a photo program is NOT a DVD program 
 
4 -- EDIT your images (check orientation -- landscape) 
 Edit (crop) images that require it (simple here) 
  if slideshow software doesn’t allow much,  
   you’ll have to use a PHOTO program (PS) 
 add KenBurns effects and adjust them 
  He generously gave this software to all 
  it is the best effect for “static” images 
  length is tricky. . . 3 to 5 seconds is plenty 
  you can adjust individual photos as needed 
  watch your entire slide show at this point 
 
5 –ADD MUSIC  (or a sound track of some kind) 
 Watch your © rules – public domain is tricky 
 set music to repeat if you need longer 
 
6 -- PREVIEW your SLIDESHOW in total (the whole!) 
 fix and adjust whatever you think needs fixed 
 
7 – SEND (EXPORT) your slideshow to a DVD program 
 send your slideshow to a dvd program 
 choose theme, structure (format) issues 
 load your frames for the “title” page 
 you can do voiceovers/etc in iDVD 
 
8 -- PREVIEW your slideshow/dvd again 
 
9 -- BURN your DVD to a disc 
 processing to DVD ready can take an hour +  
 burn copies right away to avoid re-processing 


